> flatbed
> expedited
> heavy haul
> intermodal
> dedicated van

NATIONWIDE LTL

866 411 HAWK

Inherit our buying power - Redhawk leverages its shipping volume
to negotiate larger than standard discount levels with common carriers.
This translates into the most competitive LTL rates in the industry.
Utilize the best carrier in each lane - Redhawk’s expertise in the
transportation markets allows us to maximize the unique advantages
of local, regional, and national carriers in particular lanes. By playing to
a carrier’s strengths, quality is enhanced.
Better options for expensive shipments - With our network of
smaller to mid-sized contract carriers, we can offer better prices on
freight typically sent with a common carrier. If you are being charged
$500 or more on your common carrier shipments, ask about our
Partial Truckload Service.

SE RV I C E S

> Partial Truckloads
> Load-to-ride
> Online tools
> Guaranteed transit times
> Same day pickups
> Specific delivery times
> Liftgates
> Lane & cost analysis
> Claims reduction
> Regional carrier utilization
> Risk management

Start shipping today - Our simplified customer setup process,
combined with our wide-reaching network of carriers, makes us one
of the few brokers that can offer reliable same-day pickups.
Budget-friendly solutions - Do you have a tight budget but a flexible
shipping timeline? Ask a Redhawk representative to examine
alternative transportation options. We can design solutions around
the transit requirements, freight specifications or budget constraints
that are specific to your company.
Partial trailer space for delicate shipments - If you worry about your
LTL freight being transferred from one trailer to another , Redhawk has a
solution. We offer ‘load-to-ride’ service in most regions. Trailers with
strapping & lock-down systems are also available for partial trailer
shipments.

Do what you do best, let us handle the rest - Don’t reinvent the
wheel! Transportation is what Redhawk does best. Our competitive
rates, professional service, and industry know-how has been honed
over dozens of years and thousands of shipments. Transportation
shouldn’t distract from your core competency. Put us to work doing
what we do best, so you can get back to doing what you do best.

RedHawk Global
4157 Arlingate Plaza
Columbus, OH 43228

RedhawkGlobal.com
Free, Instant Rate Quotes!

Coverage, Communication, Commitment!
Toll Free: 866.411.4295
Local: 614.487.8505
Fax: 614.487.8550
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